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Despite clear evidence that venues are shifting toward single-tiered structures, this alone 
will not be sufficient to make all bonds liquid. In response, venues are also experimenting 
with new matching methodologies to increase liquidity: almost one-third of bonds e-trading 
venues offer proprietary or innovative matching methodologies in an attempt to 
re-invigorate bonds markets. 
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1. Bonds Venue Operators

As broker-dealers become less central to bonds trading, their 
hold on e-trading venues is decreasing. The plurality of bonds 
e-trading venues sampled are provided by position-less 
brokerage venue providers. 

In 2017, approximately two-thirds of venues sampled operate 
single-tier markets on their venue. 
*One venue operates two parallel markets, leading to a total of 31 markets across 30 venues.

Even within the multi-tiered D2C market structure, where 
participants are divided into price-takers, price-makers 
price maker-takers, a majority of venues now permit 
buyside price-making. 

4. Buyside Price-making, by Venue Type
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2. Single-tier vs Multi-tier Venues Total number of venues*
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Total number of venues

7 7 6

3 7 1

The historical origin of venue operators is not a strong predictor of the 
type of market operated. 

3. Single- vs Multi-tier Venues, by Operator Type
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PART 2 OF TRENDS IN FIXED INCOME TRADING 2017

For this report, GreySpark Partners evaluated 30 bonds trading venues that 
bring together multiple third-party participants for trading either corporate 
bonds, government bonds or both, to ascertain how e-trading venues are 
incorporating increased buyside liquidity provision and shifting toward 
single-tiered markets in which all participants are price maker-takers. Venue 
operators are classified in three categories: pure brokers, which historically 
offered voice brokerage services; brokerage venue providers, which offer one 
or more bonds e-trading venues but do not have their origin in voice 
brokerage; and exchanges.
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